
Manufacturers, including producers of products such as steel, cement 
and transportaon fuels do business and pay taxes in Pennsylvania 
because coal-based power plants provide low-cost electricity. 

Annually, the coal industry contributes $4.5 billion to the state’s 
economy and many counes in the state rely heavily on the taxes 
generated to support their schools, towns and infrastructure. 

PenNsylvania'S ECONOMY

$4.5 billion
STATE ECONOMIC IMPACT

COAL POWERS PENNSYLVANIA
Coal has a long history in Pennsylvania dang back to the mid-18th century 
and it remains a crucial energy resource in the Commonwealth today.

Naonally, Pennsylvania is the fourth leading coal producing state – its 2013 
producon totaled 67 million tons.  Most of this output, about 58 million tons or 
90 percent of the total producon, comes from bituminous mines located in western 
Pennsylvania; including 46 underground mines and 270 surface mines and reprocessing sites.

The coal industry contributes $1.1 billion for the state budget general fund. Pennsylvania relies 
on coal for jobs, the economy and low-cost electricity for manufacturing, businesses and residents. 
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AFFORDABLE ELECTRICITY
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Coal accounts for 40 percent of Pennsylvania’s electricity and 39 percent 
of the electricity in the United States. Its abundance and ability to provide 
a baseload supply of electricity allows for a stable and predictable market 
keeping rates low for consumers. More than 80% of the coal produced in 
the Commonwealth is steam coal for the direct use of electricity. 

The 2.4 million low-income and middle-income families in 
Pennsylvania-- almost 50% of the state’s households  - - 
spend 19% of their aer-tax income on energy.

Pennsylvania’s electric 
rates are 17%-37% less 
than it’s northern 
neighbors. 

The coal industry provides family-sustaining jobs 
with salaries that pay tens of thousands of dollars 
more than the median income in the counes in
which they operate. For every direct coal job, 
another 1.6 jobs are needed to support it.

36,200 
PA Jobs

$1.1  billion 
STATE BUDGET 
CONTRIBUTION


